
Code of Hammurabi In order to ensure that everyone in his kingdom knew the laws, the King of Babylon had artisans 
carve nearly 300 laws on stone pillars for all to see.  It was the first important attempt by a ruler 
to arrange and laws of the state. The laws are famous for “eye for an eye, life for a life” justice, 
though different social classes were punished unequally. 

Marco Polo Italian explorer who traveled mainly through Asia and spent time working as a civil servant 
(government worker) for Yuan Dynasty China. His writings about his travels provided 
information about distant lands and helped increase people’s knowledge of the wider world.  

Ibn Battuta Moroccan (North African) explorer whose travels began with the Hajj pilgrimage but continued 
throughout Sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East, Asia, and parts of Europe. His writings about 
his travels provided information about distant lands and helped increase people’s knowledge of 
the wider world. 

Feudal Manor During the Middle Ages in Europe, this was a lord’s estate, which typically included a large 
house or castle for the lord, a village for the serfs, and the surrounding farm lands, which were 
worked by the serfs. Always included was a church, the center of life for Western Europeans at 
this time.  

Animism A category of religions that are based on harmony with nature and the spirits of nature. Japanese 
Shinto and Chinese Daoism are two religions of this type.  

Feudalism 
 

A decentralized political system in which power is the hands of local landowners called Lords. 
Lords offer land to Vassals (such as Knights in Europe and Samurai in Japan), and in return the 
Vassal pledges an oath of loyalty and protection to the Lord.  

Mongols Nomadic invaders from the Steppe lands of Central Asia north of China. Their conquests led to 
the largest continuous land empire in history, and they greatly contributed to cultural diffusion 
by connecting the different peoples they conquered and helping them learn skills from each 
other. 

Niccólo Machiavelli Wrote The Prince, a book of advice for rulers on how to stay in power. His work differed from 
earlier political philosophy because he dealt with harsh reality rather than idealized scenarios. 

Reasons why the 
Renaissance began in 

Italy. 

Historically, it was the center of what was once Ancient Rome. Also, Mediterranean trade had 
greatly increased wealth as well as cultural diffusion from the Middle East. 

Incas Empire that dominated the region of the Andes mountains in Peru, known for their extensive 
network of roads, system of terrace farming, and for recording information with quipus. 

Results of the Crusades • Increased trade between Europe and the Middle East.  
• Education improves through cultural diffusion with the Muslim world 
• Feudalism declines in Western Europe 

Scientific Revolution  
 

A period of advances in the study of the natural world and the universe through observation and 
experimentation that questioned traditional beliefs about the universe, which angered the 
Catholic church.  

Cultural Diffusion The spread of ideas, customs, and technologies from one people to another. 
Martin Luther • German monk and professor of theology. 

• Argued that indulgences had no basis in the Bible, that the pope had no authority to 
release souls from purgatory. 

• Believed that the bible be printed in vernacular, everyday language of ordinary people, 
so all could read and study it. 

Absolute Ruler Ruler with complete authority and control over the government and lives of the people, who uses 
his or her power to maintain control at all costs. 



 

Western Hemisphere Half of the earth that includes North and South America, the “New World.” 
 

Eastern Hemisphere Half of the Earth that includes Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia, the “Old World.” 
 

Ming Dynasty China Sent the explorer Zheng He with an enormous fleet of ships on voyages throughout the Indian 
Ocean Network to establish trade and demand tribute from various states and kingdoms. 

Ferdinand & Isabella • Spanish Monarchs who sent Columbus to find a new trade route to Asia 
• Completed the conquest of Spain from the Muslims and conducted the Inquisition 

Mansa Musa • King of Mali who traveled to Mecca for the Hajj and returned to build Timbuktu 
• Richest man in history because of Mali’s dominance over the Trans-Saharan Gold and 

Salt trade 
Cultural Influences on 

Russia 
• Byzantine Empire introduced Eastern Orthodox Christianity and the Cyrillic writing 

system 
• Named after a Viking tribe who conquered the land populated by Slavs 
• Temporary Mongol rule provided an example for future rulers of Moscow 

Korea 

 
Five Pillars of Islam • Declaration of Faith: “There is no god by God (“Allah” in Arabic) and Muhammad is 

His messenger 
• Performing prayer at five times in the day 
• Giving 2.5% of wealth in charity each year 
• Fasting during the month of Ramadan 
• Going to Mecca to perform the Hajj 

Justinian • Emperor of the Byzantine Empire 
• Built the Hagia Sophia Church 
• Established a new law code based on a simplification of Roman laws 
• Tried to reconquer Western Roman lands 

Bantu Migration Expansion of West African ethnic group through Southern and Eastern Africa, spreading 
language and iron technology. Left their homes in order to find better farm land.  

Cuneiform Earliest writing system, developed by the Sumerians in Mesopotamia, written on clay using a 
wedged pen, used to write the code of Hammurabi. 
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